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As a Londoner, I agreed with your
Three Perfect Days suggestions in May.
But the weather section says London is
foggy. That’s a myth kept alive by
Sherlock Holmes films. I’ve seen fog
once in twenty years. But I do not
dispute that it is “damp and drizzly.”
Angus Rodger, London

I’M A PREMIER FLYER, RED CARPET CLUB MEMBER, AND
I complete the UAL survey after each flight, so I read and enjoy a
lot of HEMISPHERES. But I take exception to a clue in the April ’08
crossword puzzle that reads “Let It Be record locale.” The answer
listed is “SIDEB.” Wrong! “Let It Be” was an A-side single. The
interesting thing about “Let It Be” was that its B-side, “You Know
My Name (Look Up The Number)” was never released on an album
and featured none other than The Rolling Stones’ late guitarist
Brian Jones on sax. / Dan Wasser, Gaithersburg, Maryland
Puzzled /

WHEN ARE YOU GOING TO RUN ANOTHER OF DR. GRUBER’S
“Brain Teasers” Quick Quizzes? I fly often on United and when I
work his intriguing questions, the flight goes by so fast I leave the
plane feeling my intelligence has increased. It’s almost worth the
flight just to take his tests. / Peter Simon, Chicago, Illinois
Editor’s Note / We checked with our crossword master, John M.
Samson, and he had a response Mr. Wasser will like. “Help! Right you
are, Dan. Let’s change that clue to another, more appropriate Beatles
single: ‘I Should Have Known Better’ record locale.” Puzzle fans will
also like this issue. Knowing how hectic summer travel can be, we’ve
upped our usual amusement factor with “Food for Thought,” Pat
Bruno’s culinary quiz on page 102, another “Brain Teasers,” by Gary
Gruber on page 89, and the other puzzles you’ve come to expect: four
Sudoku puzzles on page 106 and the crossword puzzle on page 158.

I HAVE RECENTLY STARTED FLYING UNITED
and like HEMISPHERES so much I’m delighted to see it online. But
the archive just goes back two months. Will more issues be accessible in the future? / Frederic Rhoads, Chicago Illinois
Where’s the Archive? /
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Write to Us . . . We invite your comments and queries. Please include your full
name and mailing or e-mail address. Letters may be edited for brevity and clarity.
Write to letters@hemispheresmagazine.com, or see the address on the masthead.

C

Editor’s Note / We can’t archive issues ad infinitum, but our Three
Perfect Days series is archived 100 destinations deep. Check them out,
and our new flipbook presentation, at hemispheresmagazine.com.

